• Background: Current environment is one of substantially increased interest in energy efficiency and demand response -Policymakers want and are proposing very aggressive demandside savings goals in many parts of the country, while a national EE resource standard is currently in proposed federal legislation -Policymakers want to increase utilities' motivation to achieve these goals 
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• Goal: Facilitate dialogue on various utility EE business models (i.e., shareholder incentive mechanisms and/or decoupling) by conducting quantitative financial analysis 
Cost Capitalization
Capitalize program costs by allowing for a bonus rate of return on un-depreciated amount
Performance Target
Allow recovery of fraction more than 100% of allowed program costs
Save-a-Watt (OH)
Allow recovery of fraction of gross societal benefits, and recovery of lost revenue for a portion of measure lifetime
Save-a-Watt (NC)
Allow return on and return of avoided energy and capacity costs
Resource Costs
Represents utility and customer costs of EE and DR programs
DSR Costs & Benefits Resource Benefits
Represents forecasted avoided cost resource savings from EE and DR programs
Decoupling Mechanism
Revenue-Per-Customer
Calculate non-fuel allowed revenueper-customer and collect through balancing account
Sales-Based
Allow utility to annually recover nonfuel costs/kWh as set during last rate case
Utility Characterization
Input initial retail elect. sales, peak demand, retail rates, emission levels, financials, etc. and annual rates of change
DSR Characterization
Input year-by-year energy savings, demand savings, costs, and measure lifetime for EE and DR programs
Model Inputs
Business-As-Usual 
Incentive Mechanisms

Shared Net Benefits
Allow recovery of fraction of net societal benefits
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Summary and Conclusions Summary and Conclusions
• Achieving deep and sustained energy efficiency savings is beneficial for ratepayers, but conflicts with shareholder's financial interest
• Full decoupling can remove the short-term (between rate cases) disincentives associated with EE, while shareholder incentives also can positively contribute to increased earnings and ROE (in some cases substantially) to offset the longer-term disincentives to EE
• For prototypical SW utility, average bills reduced by 3-6% with decoupling and three shareholder incentive mechanisms, with relatively minimal increases in retail rates
Summary and Conclusions (2) Summary and Conclusions (2)
• Successful "business models" for EE will depend primarily on extent to which they accommodate, balance, and align distinct interests of utility, ratepayers, and regulators in pursuit of the public interest
• In order to design sustainable business models for EE, must also address equity and fairness issues; PUCs should consider:
-Define and reward only "superior" performance -Link target increases in utility ROE to ratepayer retention of significant portion of net resource benefits -Altering earnings basis of mechanisms with level of EE savings targets or only offer incentives if utility achieves Significant or Aggressive EE goals
